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3What was at stake
Traditionally it has been difficult to get your 
collection landing pages near the top of a 
Google search.
4First exposure
‘Facilitating Dataset Discovery using new 
developments within schema.org’ @ 
Summer ESIP 2013, Peter Fox
Adding schema.org ‘Dataset’ markup to your 
collection landing pages might solve the 
problem
5Nothing (for 5 years)…
But…
• RDFa markup carried over from ECHO to 
CMR
• Refined markup based on schema.org 
changes and ESIP semantic web 
recommendations
• Waited patiently.
2013-2018 CMR and 
schema.org
7Landing Page Markup (1 of 3)
The following markup allows a search 
engine to filter CMR results from textual 
searches:
• Dataset (Name, Alternate name, Version)
• Description
• Spatial coverage
• Temporal coverage
• Keywords
8Landing Page Markup (2 of 3)
The following markup allows a search 
engine to present information about a CMR 
result:
• Dataset (Name, Alternate name, Version)
• Description
• DOI
• Provider
• Citations
9Landing Page Markup (3 of 3)
The following markup allows a search 
engine to visualize aspects of the CMR 
result to the user and facilitate acquisition of 
data related to that result,
• Browse images
• Data download
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Structured data testing tool
12
Google dataset guidelines
https://developers.google.com/search/docs/data-types/dataset
13
Google Dataset Search
2019 GOING FURTHER
15
Improving data.nasa.gov
• data.gov and data.nasa.gov results rank 
higher than CMR – fair
• Those results are derived from CMR
• They are not as informative and often 
incorrect
• We need to fix that where we can
16
Smart handoffs from Google
• If we have a collection with granules the 
landing page will provide a link to 
Earthdata Search constrained to that 
collection.
• That link is tagged as a schema.org 
search action
17
For example
Could Google handoff to Earthdata Search in a smart 
manner?
Schema.org search actions
– https://schema.org/docs/actions.html
– ‘The act of searching for an object’
18
Search to Dataset Search
QUESTIONS
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